1. One of the outstanding problems in homotopy theory is to determine the structure of homotopy groups of a given topological space. Even for many simple spaces, very little is known. Given a finite polyhedron P, we also do not know in general whether or not 7r"(P) is generated by a finite number of elements.
In this note, the following theorem will be proved. Theorem 1. Let P be a finite connected n-dimensional polyhedron with n^2. Let ir,(P)=0 for all Kt<n but 7r"(P)^0. Then, ir"(P)
is a group with a finite number of generators if and only if wi(P) is a finite group.
Let us collect before the proof some notations and elementary facts to be used later. Given a simplicial complex J, by the notations Hn(T) and Zn(J) will be meant respectively the nth homology group and the group of M-cycles of T, formed by using finite chains with integral coefficients.
Let P be a connected polyhedron and 5 be the w-sphere zZt-o xi = 1 in Euclidean (w + 1)-space (n^2).
Let <p be a mapping: 5-*P. Then, given any 5, s'£S, a path X,,-in S from 5 to s' gives rise to a path <p(X"<) in P from <p(s) to (pis').1 We shall write <pss< for <p(X"s0-<p"' is determined uniquely by s and s', since 5 is simply connected.1 Clearly, d>"< =fasl and <p"' -dv." =<p,.". Now, let L be a simplicial decomposition of P and p* be a vertex of L. As usual,2 we are able to construct a simplicial complex L subject to the following conditions:
(i) There is a one-to-one transformation / from the set of vertices of L to the set of all p9's where q is a vertex of L, and pq is a path in P from p* to q.
(ii) Let g be the transformation which carries pq to q and let 6=gf. Then, any k + l mutually distinct vertices 50, git, • • • , §u of L span a ^-simplex of L if and only if 6(q0), 0(q~i), • • ■ , 0(g*) are the distinct vertices of a fe-simplex of L and f(qy) is the resultant of f{q,) multiplied by the path represented by the oriented segment from 6%) to 6%,).
s. D. liao [December Denote by P the polyhedron built of the simplexes of L. Then, d
gives rise naturally to a simplicial mapping 0: P-*P. It is known2 that P is a universal covering space of P with covering mapping 0.
We have (1) TX{P) = 0.
Let us assume further that (2) ift(P) = 0 for a certain n =■ 2 and all 1 < t < n.
Then, by the covering mapping 6,
irt(P) = 0 for all 1 < t < n, irn(P) w r»(P).
This together with (1) and an isomorphism of Hurewicz3 gives
Thus, under the condition (2), we have: (i) If P is a finite polyhedron and 7Ti(P) is a finite group, then L is a finite complex and Hn(L) as well as 7t"(P) is a group with a finite number of generators; (ii) if dim P = w, then dim P -n and 7P"(L) «Zn(L) and hence it follows from (4) that
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of the sufficiency of the theorem has been given above. The necessity follows from the following more general statement (A). Let Pie a connected n-dimensional polyhedron (not necessarily finite) which fulfils the condition (2). If iri(P) is an infinite group and tt"(P) 5*0, then 7T"(P) contains an infinite number of independent elements* We now prove the statement (A). First, taking a vertex p* of a simplicial decomposition L of P as base point, construct the universal covering space P of P as above. Let the notations L,f, 9, S retain their usage here. Let s* be a point of S and let i\ be a nonzero element of 7rn(P, p*). Decompose 5 into a simplicial complex K so that we have a simplicial mapping <f>: (S, s*)->(P, p*) which represents v. Denote by B the set of all elements of tti (P, p*) of the form </>«•,.
•#,•'«• where r and r' are vertices of K with (j>(r) =<p(r'). Clearly, B is a finite set.
Suppose that 7Ti(P, p*) consists of an infinite number of elements. Let us define a sequence {£,•} of elements of tti(P, p*), taking £1 arbitrarily first, and then, by mathematical induction on supposing that £i, £2, • • ■ , £< have already been defined, taking as an arbitrary element of tti(P, p*) which does not belong to the finite set U*_ i £yP.6 We see that the sequence {&} so obtained possesses the property that, for any i^i', £r1-£»'£EP-To each we are able to associate a transformation \pi from the vertices of K to the vertices of L subject to the condition: (6) /^»W = £.-<Psv for any vertex r of K.
Since £i •<?,<,•(£< •<£«•.
•) -<prr' for any vertices rand r' of K, by the construction of P, ypi gives rise naturally to a simplicial mapping xpc S->P. Clearly <p=dxpi. Let us denote by a the fundamental w-cycle of K.
Then, ^(a)GZ"(I).
We see that every ^(aO^O. For, if \pi(a) = 0, then, since P fulfills (2), we have from (1), (3), and an isomorphism of Hurewicz3 that i/'.-O in P; it follows that <p~0 in P, which contradicts that
We see also that for any two distinct i and the absolute complexes I^»(«)I and |^,'(a)|CP are disjoint. For, if not, there are vertices r and r' of K such that ^,(r) =^, '(r') and hence by (6) £<•<£".,• = £,•' •<7Vr' which contradicts that ^"'-^S. Moreover, the cycles ^<(a)'s are infinite in number.. It follows therefore that Zn(L) contains an infinite number of independent elements. Since P fullfils the condition (2) and dim P = n, we have therefore the isomorphism (5). This completes the proof of the statement (A) and hence that of Theorem 1.
2. Let n be an integer not less than 2. Given any two path wise connected topological spaces PCP' and p*, a point of P, we shall always use i to denote the injection homomorphism:
irn(P, p*)-»7r"(P', p*). Now, let us consider three pathwise connected topological spaces Q, PCP. Let 5* be a point of QC\R, and let t* be the homomorphism:
KniQ, s*)+tr"(R, s*) [direct sum]-»7r"(P, 5*) defined by taking i*(l)=i(8+i(r) where £Gx"(<2, 5*), rGx"(P, s*) and v-f+f. It follows from some arguments given by G. W. Whitehead that:6 Lemma 1. If QKJR=P and Qt^R = (5*), 1* is an into-isomorphism.
Theorem 2. Let P be a connected polyhedron, and P', the polyhedron obtained by identifying two distinct points pi and p2 of P to a single point. Then, if irn(P)^0for n = 2, 7r"(P') cannot be a group with a finite number of generators.
To prove the theorem, we construct a polyhedron Q = U Q< *=0,±1,±2, • ■ • subject to the conditions: (i) For each i, there is a homeomorphism /,• of Q, onto P; (ii) Qi and are in contact at the point qi=fi~1(pi) =fi+i(p2) and have no other common points than g<; (iii) @jOQ<+/ = 0 if j > 1. Clearly, Q is a covering space of P'. We have (7) 7rn(Q<) ~ 7T"(F) for every i, and since raS:2, we have
Given any pair of integers m^m', denote by @",,"< the subpolyhedron öma^m'Qi of Q. Making use of Lemma 1 by changing successively the base point to form a homotopy group, we shall have a subgroup of Tfn(Qmm) which is isomorphic to the direct sum irn(Qm) +7T"(()m+i)-f-• • • +irn(Qm') and which the injection homomorphism irn(Qmm')-nrn(Q) maps isomorphically into irn(Q). Therefore, by (7),
given any positive integer k, ir"(Q) contains a subgroup isomorphic to the direct sum of k groups «s7r"(P). This together with (8) and some arguments in group theory proves Theorem 2.
Corollary. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 2, if « = 2 and 7r"(P')^0, then Trn(P') cannot be a group with a finite number of generators.
To prove this', as in the proof of Theorem 2, we construct the covering space Q of P'. If w^2 and 7r"(F')/^0, then we have an essential mapping of the M-sphere into some Qmm>, that is, irn{Qmm') 5^0 for some Qmm'. Clearly, Q is also a covering space of a certain polyhedron Q'mm> obtained by identifying two distinct points of Qmm>. It follows therefore from Theorem 2 that irn(P') ~irn(Q) ~Trn(Q'mm>) is not a group with a finite number of generators.
Theorem 3. Let P be a connected polyhedron, and P' the polyhedron obtained by identifying two distinct points pi and p2 of P. Then, if n =i 2 and ir((P) = 0 for all l<t<n, irt(P') is the weak direct sum of an infinite countable number of groups each of which is isomorphic to 7r"(P).
We precede the proof of the theorem by two lemmas. Given two polyhedra PCP*, and two points pi9ip2 of P, we shall say that P* is a segmental extent of P through the points pi and p2, if there is a simplicial decomposition L* of P* such that pi and p2 span a ground 1-simplex of L* and P is built of all simplexes of L* other than the simplex | pip2\, that is, P=L*-\pip2\-Lemma 2. Let P* be a segmental extent of a polyhedron P through the points pi9*p2 of P, and let P' be the polyhedron obtained by identifying the points p\ and p2. Then P* and P' have the same homotopy type.
This can be easily obtained by some standard procedure in homotopy theory. The detailed proof will be omitted here.
Lemma 3. Let P* be a segmental extent of a connected polyhedron P through the points pi9*p2 of P. Then: (i) The injection homomorphism i: ti{P, pi)-yjri(P*, pi) is an into-isomorphism;
(ii) tti(P*, pi) is isomorphic to the free product of iri(P, pi) and an infinite cyclic group.
To prove this, by the definition of segmental extents, there is a simplicial decomposition L* of P* such that pi and p2 span a ground 1-simplex of L* and P = P* -\pip2\-Since P is connected, there is a simple arc A contained in the 1-skeleton of P and joining pi and p2. Clearly, S'= \pip2 \ ^->A is homeomorphic to a circle. Denote also by t the injection homomorphism:
iri(Sl, £)-ht^P*, pi). Given an arbitrary element t-= l-it-2 ■ ■ ■ £( of the free product F = 7r,(P, pi) otti{S\ p2) where ke^P, pi) or wi(S\ Pi), put = t(£i)"-(£2) • • • t(£<)-Then, since iri(A, pi) = 1, i* establishes an ontoisomorphism: F-nri(P*, pi).7 (ii) follows now therefore at once, since 7ri(S\ pi) is cyclic infinite, (i) follows from the fact that the homomorphism t: 7Ti(P, pj)->7Ti(P*, pi) agrees with t* over the subgroup 7Ti(P, pi) of P.
Proof of Theorem 3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that P is a polyhedron contained in a sufficiently higher-dimensional Euclidean space or in the Hilbert space so that it has a segmental extent P* through pi and p2. Let L* be a simplicial decomposition of P* such that pi and p2 span a ground 1-simplex of L* and P = L*-\pip2 \ • By Lemma 2 it suffices for us to prove that 7r"(P*) is the weak direct sum of an infinite countable number of groups «7r"(P). Let us construct as in §1 a simplicial complex L* such that the polyhedron P* built of the simplexes of L* is a universal covering space of P* with a simplicial covering mapping 0.
Denote by P,-an arbitrary component of 6~l(P). P.-is then a cover-' H. Seifert and W. Threfall, loc. cit. pp. 177-179.
Since 7r"(Pi) «7r"(P), it remains only to show that the Pi's are countably infinite. But this follows from the fact that the components of 0~'(P) are in one-one correspondence with the collection of left cosets of z(7Ti(P)) in wi(P*). By Lemma 3 this collection is countably infinite.
Repeating the use of Theorem 3 by taking n = 2, 3, 4, • • • , successively, we get the following corollary.
Corollary.
Let P be a connected polyhedron, and P' the polyhedron obtained by identifying two distinct points of P. Then P' is aspherical if and only if P is aspherical.
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